Eukaryotic genomes are packaged into nucleosomal chromatin, and genomic activity requires the precise localization of transcription factors, histone modifications and nucleosomes. Classic work described the progressive reassembly and maturation of bulk chromatin behind replication forks. More recent proteomics has detailed the molecular machines that accompany the replicative polymerase to promote rapid histone deposition onto the newly replicated DNA. However, localized chromatin features are transiently obliterated by DNA replication every S phase of the cell cycle. Genomic strategies now observe the rebuilding of locus-specific chromatin features, and reveal surprising delays in transcription factor binding behind replication forks. This implies that transient chromatin disorganization during replication is a central juncture for targeted transcription factor binding within genomes. We propose that transient occlusion of regulatory elements by disorganized nucleosomes during chromatin maturation enforces specificity of factor binding.
Introduction
Once per cell cycle, the entire genome must be separated into single strands as it passes through the replicative helicase, resulting in catastrophic disruption of protein-DNA contacts genome-wide. Behind the replication fork, the steady-state chromatin landscape is re-established de novo, and recent proteomic and genomic studies have provided new insights into the components and processes that are responsible. Although core histones redeposit immediately, full maturation of steady-state nucleosome positions is much slower. At regulatory elements, where nucleosomes are depleted and transcription factors are bound at steady state, recent evidence reveals a surprising dynamic of competition between nucleosomes and transcription factors behind the replication fork. Here we review these recent findings and consider the consequences for gene regulation of chromatin dynamics behind the replication fork.
Making sense out of chaos -ordering chromatin dynamics around the replication fork
Bulk studies using heavy and light isotopes to label replicating DNA described the timing of histone deposition and chromatin maturation behind the replication fork ( Fig. 1 ) [1] . Deposition of histones on replicated DNA is accomplished by two main mechanisms: first, histones from the parental chromatin strand are transferred behind the fork to daughter strands. Because DNA doubles behind the replication fork, transfer of parental histones packages only one-half of new DNA, and a second process deposits newly synthesized histones to fully restore nucleosomal packaging of the daughter strands. Parental H3 and H4 histones (as either H3•H4 dimers or tetramers) are efficiently retained during replication, while the two displaced dimers of H2A and H2B from each old nucleosome exchange with soluble pools of new H2A•H2B dimers, so that nucleosomes behind the replication fork are mixed for old and new H2A•H2B dimers. Because parental H3•H4 dimers remain together on newly replicated DNA [2] , but H2A•H2B turn over [3] , parental H3•H4 is used to distinguish "old" from "new" nucleosomes. While the four core histones associate with newly replicated DNA within minutes, the linker histone H1 is only gradually added, and new chromatin remains nuclease sensitive for up to $20 minutes ($40 kb) as it matures [4] .
In vitro, the forward progression of DNA polymerase is sufficient to disassemble nucleosomes in front of the replication fork, which then associate with a daughter strand behind the polymerase [5] . In vivo, histone transfer is assisted by a number of histone chaperones that accompany the replication machinery. The MCM2 component of the replicative helicase also acts as a histone chaperone, and may capture displaced histone H3•H4 dimers from parental chromatin [6] . Local retention by MCM2 may promote efficient transfer of histones to the daughter strands. This is redundant: the FACT chaperone also contributes to the transfer of histones behind the replication fork [7] , ensuring transfer of old histones.
Chaperones also assist the deposition of new histones behind the replication fork. Newly synthesized H3•H4 histones arrive complexed with the CAF-1 chaperone [8] , which interacts with the PCNA processivity factor [9] on daughter strands just behind the replication fork. Using components of the replication machinery as chaperones or to bind FACT and CAF-1, chaperones make transfer extremely rapid, so that new histones are deposited within 400 bp behind the replication fork [10] .
Lastly, physical forces around the replication fork also promote the efficient transfer of histones (Fig. 1) . DNA wrapped around histone octamers transiently unwinds, releasing and reforming DNA-histone contacts [11] . As a replication fork approaches a nucleosome, it traps nucleosomal DNA in a ratchet-like process, leading to progression of the fork through a nucleosome. Furthermore, DNA helicase progression and melting of the DNA double helix at the replication fork pushes positive supercoils in front of the fork, which unwraps the left-handed superhelix of parental nucleosomes. These effects reduce the relative affinities of histones for DNA in front of the fork, promoting transfer from DNA to chaperones. Transient histone modifications in front of and behind the replication fork may also promote histone transfer. Although this idea has not been directly demonstrated, several studies have shown that lysine acetylation can increase nucleosome dynamics [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . In budding yeast, parental H3 histones are acetylated at the K9 residue slightly in front of the replication fork [17] . In mammals, new histones are acetylated at histone H4-K5 and H4-K12 residues [18] . Newly synthesized H3 is also acetylated at K56 in budding yeast [19] . At least the H3-K56 acetylation may promote binding to chaperones that deliver histones to the replication fork [20] . In addition, these acetylations may reduce the free energy difference between DNA and chaperones, allowing transfer from DNA to chaperones and back to DNA. Deacetylation behind the replication fork might then reduce nucleosome dynamics on the daughter strands [21, 22] . This sequence of transient modifications would thereby promote the orderly duplication of nucleosomes.
Putting it back together againduplicating localized features of the genome How bulk chromatin duplicates during replication has been described in Refs. [23, 24] , but the precisely localized features of chromatin require specialized processes for duplication. Features such as the distribution of variant histones, histone modifications, and bound transcription factors must all be maintained. The chromatin structure of regulatory elements in genomes presents unique problems. Active promoters, enhancers, and other regulatory elements are typically nucleosome-depleted regions (NDRs), where transcription factors bind [25] . NDRs are often flanked by positioned nucleosomes, which limits transcription factor binding to the NDRs alone. Large genomes contain -just by chance -a vast number of spurious binding motifs for sequence-specific transcription factors, reducing effective concentrations [26] . Nucleosomal packaging of eukaryotic genomes ensures that only a subset of possible sites is available for binding. Hence, the clearance of nucleosomes at regulatory elements by transcription factors and recruited chromatin remodeler enzymes is a major mechanism for the regulation of transcriptional activity.
Just as nucleosomes in front of a replication fork are disassembled, transcription factor complexes are stripped from their binding sites during replication. How then are NDRs Figure 1 . Chromatin dynamics around the replication fork. In front of the replication fork, charge neutralization by histone acetylation loosens nucleosomes while positive supercoiling promotes unwinding of DNA from histone octamers. Histone chaperones are localized at the fork for efficient histone transfer. Newly replicated chromatin gradually matures so that chromatin close behind the fork is transiently disordered, and chromatin structure is only completed further behind the fork.
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Prospects & Overviews .... and factor binding at regulatory elements perpetuated? Three recent studies in Drosophila and yeast now provide the first insights into these questions, by mapping chromatin proteins on new pulse-labeled replicated DNA. These two organisms show very different patterns of chromatin maturation resulting from how their genomes are organized (Fig. 2 ). The differences in newly replicated chromatin between Drosophila and yeast uncover key principles governing the duplication of local chromatin structure.
In budding yeast, two groups have now mapped nucleosome positions after DNA replication [27, 28] . These groups isolated labeled newly-replicated DNA and mapped nucleosome positions by deep-sequencing. They found that nucleosomes are restored to their steady-state positions at varying rates. The nucleosome-depleted region and the þ1 nucleosome at promoters are rapidly restored. Nucleosome phasing around these sites implies that transcription factors and recruited chromatin remodelers are quickly re-bound behind the replication fork in budding yeast. This combined with anti-nucleosomal sequence features of many promoters in yeast probably drive the rapid reestablishment of the nucleosome landscape. In contrast, nucleosome positions in genes are restored more slowly, and transcription appears to promote their positioning. Thus regulatory elements in the yeast genome are rapidly reestablished, but a large fraction of the genome requires renewed promoter firing and polymerase passage to achieve steady-state chromatin structure.
In Drosophila, we recently combined the strategy of labeling newly-replicated DNA with deep sequencing to generate high-resolution genomic maps of both nucleosomes and transcription factor binding after replication [29] . This method -called MINCE-seq -uses micrococcal nuclease cleavage and paired-end sequencing to track the appearance of nucleosome-and transcription factor-protected DNA behind replication forks (Fig. 2) . In contrast to budding yeast, the disrupted state of chromatin organization of regulatory elements persists following DNA replication. Instead of NDRs and positioned nucleosomes characteristic of regulatory elements in steady-state chromatin, nucleosomes behind the replication fork are haphazardly deposited and package all DNA (Fig. 3, bottom) . The restoration to steady-state nucleosome arrangements at most sites is strikingly slow, taking more than an hour. Thus, the surprising result from Drosophila cells is that immediately after replication there are no NDRs at promoters and no transcription factors are stably bound. Although our study was done in cultured cells, the occlusion of NDRs by nucleosomes and subsequent clearance post-replication was also observed in rapidly dividing Drosophila blastoderm embryos [30] . Intriguingly, opening of NDRs genome-wide coincided with the maternal-to-zygotic transition, which suggests that competition between nucleosomes and transcription factors plays a key role in establishing specificity during early developmental decisions.
Now you see it, now you don't -why occlude the NDR after replication?
Why would the restoration of promoter chromatin structure in budding yeast and Drosophila be so different? In multicellular eukaryotes like Drosophila, each cell type has a subset of genes and regulatory elements activated. Activated gene promoters are organized with an NDR and bound transcription factors in one cell type, but in another cell type the same gene can be inactive, where it lacks factor binding and nucleosomes occlude the promoter. Profiling of nucleosome positions during Drosophila development has confirmed that most promoters are occluded by nucleosomes before cell specification, and NDRs are introduced as development proceeds [30, 31] . Thus the nucleosome organization of regulatory elements is tissue-specific, being conditional on the repertoire of transcription factors expressed in a cell. Tissue-specific nucleosome organization is also apparent during replication. Like most promoters, those of genes differentially expressed between two Drosophila cell lines are occupied by nucleosomes immediately after replication. However, during maturation, NDRs form only in active promoters of that cell line. Thus, the maturation of newly replicated chromatin is dependent on celltype specific expression programs in Drosophila. In budding yeast, meiosis-specific promoters are also packaged by nucleosomes after replication, resembling cell-type specific promoters in Drosophila. In contrast to the slow restoration of NDRs at Drosophila promoters, nucleosome depletion at yeast promoters is achieved within 5 minutes of fork passage (Fig. 3, top) . The differences in the rates of NDR formation after replication between yeast and Drosophila leads us to speculate on three possible features that may direct the balance between nucleosomes and transcription factor (TF) rebinding behind the replication fork. First, TF concentration and binding site usage could play a major role in nucleosome depletion postreplication. The yeast genome is an order of magnitude smaller than the Drosophila genome. Furthermore, for TFs that direct the chromatin landscape in yeast (Reb1 for e.g. Ref. [32] ), almost all possible binding sites in the genome are occupied [33] . Thus, in yeast, TF concentrations and binding site abundance could be tuned to achieve rapid nucleosome depletion post-replication at most of the promoters. This is supported by the observation of rapid transcription factor binding behind replication forks, which results in phasing of downstream nucleosomes [34] . Due to the larger genome size of Drosophila relative to yeast, and the smaller fraction of possible binding sites occupied by TFs in a given cell-type [35, 36] , most of the TFs may not be in sufficient concentration and/or have nucleosome disrupting capability to enable rapid nucleosome depletion post-replication. TFs span a wide range in their ability to bind DNA in the context of nucleosomes compared to binding naked DNA [37, 38] . Furthermore, TFs that can bind nucleosomal DNA can disrupt the underlying nucleosome by themselves or by recruiting remodelers [39] . Hence, the context of a promoter could influence nucleosome depletion post-replication. This leads to the hypothesis that there exists a hierarchy of TF action post-replication, as has been proposed for reprogramming [38] . The TFs most adept at disrupting nucleosomes (this would include pioneer factors) will be at the top of the hierarchy, creating accessibility for other TFs that require naked DNA to bind. An alternative way to facilitate TF binding in chromatin would be to evolve clustered binding sites to maintain a high local concentration of the TF(s) [40, 41] .
Second, remodeler action on newly replicated chromatin could expose TF binding sites as the remodelers slide and/or evict nucleosomes [42] . In yeast, ISW1 and CHD1 remodelers have been shown to cooperate with histone chaperones to shape the nucleosome landscape behind the fork [34] . In human cells, INO80 has been found enriched behind replication forks compared to bulk chromatin [43] . In Drosophila, the patterns of nucleosome gain at promoters post-replication have been shown to be correlated with distribution of the BRM remodeler at steady state, indicating that BRM action during maturation could lead to the steady state landscape [29] . This remodeler action behind the fork may be delayed in Drosophila compared to yeast, accounting for the slow maturation of nucleosomes.
Finally, the differences in promoter sequences of yeast and Drosophila could lead to differences in stability of newly deposited nucleosomes post-replication. Poly(dA:dT) tracts increase the stiffness of DNA making wrapping a histone octamer more difficult [44] , and these stiff segments disfavor nucleosomes. This feature is more abundant in yeast promoters compared to Drosophila. In support of DNA sequence playing a role in nucleosome stability postreplication, yeast origins, all of which are AT-rich, are more depleted of nucleosomes post-replication compared to steady state. Similarly, the enhancers that are active in multiple cell types in Drosophila are highly enriched for GA, CA, and CG dinucleotide repeat motifs (DRMs), and these DRMs are moderately enriched in cell type-specific enhancers [45] . Short runs of DRMs are evolutionarily conserved [45] and destabilize nucleosomes [46] . MINCE-seq experiments revealed that constitutive enhancers rapidly regain transcription factors after replication, while factors bind more slowly at cell typespecific enhancers [29] . These two examples suggest that intrinsic nucleosome preference for a sequence could play a role in nucleosome depletion post-replication. This prediction could be tested by asking if the nucleosome profiles postreplication correlate with sequence features of Drosophila and yeast promoters.
In multicellular eukaryotes delayed rebinding of transcription factors to regulatory elements means that there is a long period behind the replication forks when nucleosomes and transcription factors must interact to achieve steady-state nucleosome positions.
How to make the right choicesfunctions of delayed chromatin maturation
The observation that nucleosome inhibitory sequences can rapidly establish NDRs in newly replicated chromatin raises the question: why is sequence not used in the genomes of multicellular eukaryotes? Replication presents the greatest risk for maintaining transcription factor binding to functional Figure 3 . The MINCE-seq technique for mapping newly replicated chromatin. MINCE-seq maps nucleosome (yellow) and transcription factor (blue) binding positions using metabolic labeling of newly replicated DNA (red). DNA is labeled in vivo with the thymidine analog 5 0 -ethynyl-2 0 -deoxyuridine (EdU) and chromatin is fragmented using Micrococcal Nuclease (MNase). Labeled DNA is biotinylated by "Click" chemistry, and captured on streptavidin beads. Pairedend deep sequencing maps protein protection, and the length of the protected fragments distinguishes nucleosomes ($150 bp) from bound transcription factors (<50 bp).
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Prospects & Overviews .... sites. Eukaryotic genomes contain large numbers of spurious sequences similar to factor-binding motifs, and binding at these sequences could significantly sequester transcription factors from functional sites. If nucleosome deposition behind the replication fork were slow, binding could occur at nonfunctional sites. Rapidly packaging all new DNA occludes these sites. However, as nucleosomes transiently unwrap [47, 48] a window of opportunity appears for transcription factor and nucleosome remodeler binding, and the subsequent activity of these factors may create a nucleosome depleted region. The overall high coverage of nucleosomes behind the replication fork suggests that replication creates a refractory period that also provides a basis for discrimination between functional binding sites and cryptic and/or random, moderate affinity sites. Because nucleosomal packaging and transient unwrapping behind the replication fork effectively reduces the affinities of all binding sites, selective binding will occur only at the best sites (Fig. 4) . This site selection could depend on the context of the binding site, for example clustered binding sites for TFs can lead to more efficient displacement of nucleosomes compared to single sites [37, 38] . Similarly, sites for TFs that cannot bind nucleosomal DNA and that are adjacent to sites of TFs that can disrupt nucleosomes may become accessible post-replication by the action of only one of the two TFs (TF "pioneering"). One wonders if histone acetylation behind the replication fork could actually be important for fluidity, allowing transient nucleosome unwrapping and allowing transcription factors to compete with histones, as the steady-state NDR forms. In any case, the key requirement is that transcription factors must compete with nucleosomes at their binding sites every cell cycle. This implies that cells will be dependent on constant signaling to maintain expression programs through S phase, and transcription factors that can efficiently displace nucleosomes, whether directly or indirectly by recruiting remodelers, will be especially crucial.
Delays in transcription factor rebinding after replication may also limit transcriptional output. Delayed factor binding limits the time available for promoter firing every cell cycle. This may have a significant effect on promoters where RNA polymerase II pauses after initiation. These promoters are enriched for sequences favoring nucleosome formation [49] , and show the highest occupancy of nucleosomes after replication [29] . Thus, expression from paused genes may be limited both by delays in initiating RNA polymerase and by delays in elongation after replication.
What about histone variants and modifications? -duplicating the epigenome
The delayed restoration of NDRs and transcription factor binding constrains how chromatin features mature after replication. As replication obliterates nucleosomes, localized patterns of histone variants and post-translational modifications are also destroyed. Transfer of parental histones to daughter strands effectively dilutes every histone modification by one-half. By tracking the amounts of histone variants and modifications after replication in bulk chromatin [50] , we are beginning to understand how epigenomic patterns are reestablished.
The histones H3.3 and H2A.Z are replication-independent variants, respectively, of histones H3 and H2A. These variants have a non-uniform distribution in the genome and are first established by specialized chaperone and remodeling machines [51] . In principle, variant histones that are ejected in the front of the replication fork might be recycled behind the fork. However, metabolic labeling and mass-spectrometric analysis of newly replicated chromatin showed that only parental H3.3 histones were diluted twofold, while parental H2A.Z was severely depleted [50] . Thus, the H2A.Z landscape Most histone modifications are associated with transcriptional activity, and are rapidly restored to steady-state levels by chromatin-modifying enzymes when transcription factors and RNAPII rebind after replication. However, repressive histone modifications also need to be restored. Di-or trimethylation of histone H3 at the K9 residue are markers of constitutively silenced heterochromatin, and trimethylation of histone H3 at the K27 residue marks facultative heterochromatin, such as the inactive X chromosome of female mammals [52] . Both histone modifications are diluted twofold [53] on newly replicated chromatin [50] , and newlydeposited H3 is not significantly methylated on either lysine. Domains containing H3K9me2/3 or H3K27me3 are at least several kilobases long. At this length scale, even with stochastic partitioning, each daughter strand can retain $40% of parental tetramers marked with H3K9-or H3K27-methylation [54] .
How are these modifications established on daughter strands where nucleosomes with new H3•H4 tetramers intermingle with parental, methylated nucleosomes? Trimethylation of a lysine results from successive methyl additions by a lysine methyltransferase (KMT) [55] . Polycomb Repressive Complex 2 (PRC2) contains a KMT that acts on the H3K27 residue [56] . Strikingly, the amounts of PRC2 on newly replicated chromatin is similar to that on bulk chromatin, indicating that PRC2 rapidly rebinds after passage of the replication fork [43] . However, restoration of H3K27 methylation is limited by the activity of the methyltransferase: H3K27me1 levels are restored within minutes, but complete trimethylation takes hours [50, 53] . The slow tri-methylation of this residue is sufficient to restore H3K27me3 densities before the next S-phase [50] . Similarly, the KMTs that catalyze methylation of H3K9 are rapidly enriched in newly replicated chromatin, in fact reaching twofold levels compared to bulk chromatin [43] , but the slow activity of these enzymes delays the appearance of new H3K9me1 until hours after replication, and H3K9me3 levels are restored only before the next S-phase [50, 53] .
Methylated H3K9 and H3K27 are restricted to certain regions of the genome at steady state [57, 58] , but how are they spatially distributed on the newly replicated genome? Repression in Polycomb-regulated domains continually requires transcription factor binding sites at discrete silencing elements within the domain [59, 60] , implying that KMTs may nucleate at silencing elements and then spread across the domain. This could be sufficient to re-establish the landscape of histone methylation. However, in vitro structural and biochemical experiments [61, 62] and studies in Cryptococcus neoformans [63] suggest that H3K27me3-marked nucleosomes can directly recruit PRC2, targeting the methylation of nearby new nucleosomes. The capacity of this system to maintain histone modification patterns is revealed in the first few divisions of Caenorhabditis elegans embryos, where H3K27me3 across the X chromosome is diluted by one half after each S phase, but H3K27me3 of this one chromosome persists [64] . This implies that interspersed parental nucleosomes marked with H3K27me3 can play a substantial role in maintaining domains.
It is likely that slow methylation of histones can be exploited for gene regulation. For example, a series of rapid cell divisions during development might erase patterns of heterochromatin in a genome, if those divisions are faster than the rate-limiting kinetics of KMTs. Similarly, other aspects of chromatin maturation after replication could also contribute. Silenced regions are compacted, but replication must transiently decompact chromatin. Not all regions replicate the same way: replication in compacted chromatin requires the ISWI chromatin remodeler [65] , and may also require specialized factors for its reassembly. Silenced regions may be maintained if specialized chromatin proteins rapidly recompact newly replicated chromatin, preventing factor access to regulatory elements. In active regions, preventing compaction of chromatin may allow time for transcription factors to eventually re-bind at regulatory elements. This possibility is supported by the observation that in late S-phase, when most heterochromatin is replicated, the new histones deposited behind the replication fork are significantly less acetylated compared to early S-phase, when active regions of the genome are replicated [50, 66] . In these ways, the assembly of chromatin behind the replication fork may be biased to perpetuate functional states of chromatin.
Conclusions and outlook
The application of new proteomic and genomic tools to the long-standing question of de novo assembly of the chromatin landscape behind the replication fork has provoked yet new questions: Does the slow rebinding of transcription factors have consequences for gene regulation? Does the slow maturation of old nucleosomes allow for accurate remarking of new nucleosomes? Are these processes the basis for cellular memory during development [29] ?
The answers to these questions are constrained by the mechanisms for re-establishment of the steady state landscape. Competition between nucleosomes and transcription factors has been a long-standing problem in the chromatin field: how can a transcription factor find its site when it is blocked by a nucleosome? Competition in vitro has been explained in terms of exposure of DNA, whereby the transient unwrapping of nucleosomes allows transcription factors to bind in a concentration-dependent manner [47] . This mechanism also occurs during development in vivo [48] . Once bound to their sites, factors can recruit chromatin remodelers [33] , which slide nucleosomes to their steadystate positions. Thus, transcription factor binding itself provides a mechanism to duplicate the patterns of nucleosomes in newly-replicated chromatin that is sensitive to the repertoire of factors available in a cell. In this way, the disaster of replication fork passage becomes part of a positive feedback loop that epigenetically maintains the chromatin landscape.
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